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ABSTRACT 
In conversation, there are two people which are involved and 
the first speaker gives an utterance which is followed by the response 
from the other speaker. It means that here is always turn-taking, Turn­
taking is not only used in daily conversation, formal or informal. It is also 
used in communication media, such as radio or television. Radio stations 
in Surabaya employ two announcei's in their certain program, 
occasionally. While the announcers are handling the program, turn­
takings always occur in the dialogues that they produce. This phenomena 
can be found in one of the morning show that is held by Hard Rock FM, 
one of the private radio stations in Surabaya, The title of the program is 
"Good Morning Hard Rockers," This study analyzes the use of turn­
taking, which is used by the announcers "in carrying out their program. 
The data were taken by recording the dialogues between the 
announcers, Ivan Arbani and Meity Pins, while they were carrying the 
show. The data then, were analyzed by classifying the turn-taking 
according to Cock (1989), The results show that, the announcers mostly 
use insertion sequence, The next types of turn-taking heard are 
adjacency pairs and overlappings, The rest of the turn-taKing types, 
which are pre-sequence, repair and also filler words and pause also occur 
in the conversations, but not as much as insertion sequence, adjacency 
pairs and overlapping, while side sequence the least. From the study 
above, the writer finds out that in every conversation, all types of turn­
taking are always found. 
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